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THERMALLY MODIFIED WOOD
SPECIES + FINISHES

Ash - Natural
No Finish

Pine
Clear Oil Finish

BRNSH - Burned + Brushed Pine
Clear Oil Finish

BRNSH - Burned Pine
Black Oil Finish

BRNSH - Brushed Pine
Grey Oil Finish

BRNSH - Brushed Pine
White Oil Finish

BRNSH - Burned + Brushed Pine
Black Oil Finish

DECKING PROFILES

No Groove

Hidden Fastener

Tongue & Groove

Hidden Fastener

SIDING PROFILES

ARBOR WOOD CO.

MATERIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Arbor Wood Co. produces Thermally Modified
Wood (TMW) in Duluth, Minnesota for a variety of
outdoor and indoor applications including siding,
decking, and architectural millwork. The process
starts by using domestically sourced and
sustainably harvested wood which is then
modified using only heat and steam. The result is a
high-quality, performance-driven material, which
sustains the natural beauty and design element of
wood without the use of harsh chemicals. You can
let Arbor Wood naturally weather over the years or
maintain the rich tones created in the thermal
modification process.

- Increased dimensional stability
- Minimal expansion and contraction
- 30-year warranty
- Able to be glued, painted and finished
- Planks come in profiles for cladding, flooring, and decking
as well as dimensional lumber
- Applications: decking, siding, outdoor furniture, trim and
millwork, interior flooring, docks, doors and windows, saunas

SUSTAINABILITY
- Modification is chemical-free
- Wood is sourced and manufactured in the USA
- FSC certified, USGBC member
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COLOR CHANGE
Thermal modification changes the naturally occurring sugars in the wood resulting in beautiful, rich tones that extend
through the full thickness of the material. Since Arbor Wood is still a natural product, the grain and unique characteristics
of the wood remain. In an exterior environment, Arbor Wood will move to gray when unfinished and the application of
UV inhibitors help slow this process similar to non-modified products.

Arbor Wood Ash, Raw

Arbor Wood Ash, Raw
AGED 6-12 MONTHS

Arbor Wood Ash, Raw
FULLY WEATHERED

